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Yali Books is an independent publisher of books based in 
Clifton Park, New York. Through our stories, we are opening 
a window to South Asia—India, Pakistan, Afghanistan, 
Bangladesh, Nepal, Sri Lanka, Bhutan and the Maldives—
and inviting the rest of the world to learn more about the 
incredible diversity of this region. 
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We also aim to reflect and validate the experiences of people 
of color, particularly those of South Asian descent, through 
relatable and inspiring stories based on their lives. To this 
end, we actively seek out and mentor underrepresented 
voices in writing and illustration to craft authentic 
narratives. 
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2020         Releases

Little Ayesha is all excited for her favorite cousin Ritu’s wedding. She 
can’t wait to dance in the baraat ceremony! But not everyone is happy 
that Ritu is marrying her girlfriend Chandni. Some have even vowed to 
stop the celebrations. Will Ayesha be able to save her cousin’s big day?

This vibrant book sets the story of a same-sex couple struggling to gain 
acceptance within a conservative family against the colorful backdrop of 
an Indian wedding. Ages: 6-8

Ritu weds Chandni
Written and illustrated by              
Ameya Narvankar
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2020         Releases

Every week, Varun waits outside his sister Varsha’s dance class for her 
to finish her lessons. One day, it is much too cold outside and his thatha 
asks him in. Almost immediately, Varun is fascinated by Bharatanatyam, 
the ancient classical dance that Varsha is learning to perfect. He tries a 
few moves at home in secret, well, because boys don’t dance, do they? His 
grandfather thinks otherwise. Will Varun sign up for dance lessons and 
follow in Thatha’s footsteps? Ages: 4-6

Dancing in Thatha’s 
Footsteps
By Srividhya Venkat
Illustrated by 
Kavita Ramchandran

Kalika’s
Desert Magic 

(tentative)

By  Aditi Oza

Kalika’s baby sister Rani will not sleep. The entire village 
of Udhmo in the Great Rann of Kutch is kept awake by 
the infant’s cries and her parents are exhausted. When 
Kalika and Rani’s ba comes to visit, her grandmother’s 
stories give Kalika a wonderful idea. Perhaps what Kalika 
needs to put the baby to sleep is a little bit of desert magic! 
Ages: 4-6 5



Picture     books

Mina vs. the Monsoon
By Rukhsanna Guidroz
Illustrated by Debasmita Dasgupta

In a charming story that any kid who loves a sport will 
relate to, soccer-mad Mina tries just about any trick to stop 
the monsoon clouds from raining on her game. In doing so, 
she shows us glimpses of her life in a village in eastern India, 
highlighting the important role played by monsoon rains in 
this part of the world. The heart of the story, however, is the 
bond forged between a mother and her daughter on a gray, 
gloomy day.

“A delightful picture 
book about a girl child 
discovering a wondrous 
secret about her mother.” 
– Kirkus Reviews 
(STARRED)

“A winner for storytime 
or one-on-one sharing.” – 
School Library Journal 
(STARRED)

“Refreshingly free of 
stereotypical tropes.” – 
Booklist

A Kirkus Reviews 

Best Picture BOOK 

of 2018

Age Range: 4-6 years
Pages: 38 
ISBN-13: 978-1949528985 (Hardcover),
 978-1949528992 (Paperback)
Preview the book here.

AGES    4-6
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https://yalibooks.com/books/mina-vs-the-monsoon/


Picture     books

Set in the remote mountains of 
Ladakh in India, Milky Way is a 
sweet tale of friendship between a boy 
and the moon. The story highlights 
the importance of the moon in Tibetan 
Buddhism and showcases elements of 
Himalayan cultures, including their 
delectable cuisine.
Preview the book here.

Age Range: 4-6 years
Pages: 44 

ISBN-13: 978-0989061568 (Hardcover), 
978-0989061582 (Paperback)

“... so much richer because 
the story is set in such a 
unique location.” — Kate 
Olson, The Loud Library 
Lady, PK-12 School 
Librarian

“... would work well in a 
classroom science unit as 
an example of bridging 
science and culture.”— Alia 
Jones, Read It Real Good, 
Library Services Assistant

“... speaks to the universal 
curiosity and wonder 
shared by all children 
about the world around 
them.”— Michelle Sterling, 
Books For Diversity

Milky Way

By Mamta Nainy
Illustrated by Siddhartha Tripathi

AGES    4-6
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https://yalibooks.com/books/milky-way/


Advanced     Picture books
AGES       7-9
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Brave with Beauty
A Story of Afghanistan

By Maxine Rose Schur
Illustrated by Patricia Grush, Robin Dewitt, and Golsa Yaghoobi

This is the extraordinary story of Queen Goharshad, a 15th-century 
monarch, who many historians now believe was one of the most 
powerful women in world history.  Ruling from the Timurid 
artistic and cultural center of Herat in western Afghanistan, Queen 
Goharshad ushered in a remarkable, rare period when poetry, music, 
calligraphy, painting and the sciences flourished as never before. 

This story is a celebration of a remarkable woman—talented, generous, 
benevolent, and brave—whose achievements are an inspiration 
for young readers to use their strengths to make the world a more 
beautiful place.

Age Range: 7-9
Pages: 42
ISBN-13: 

978-1949528978 (Hardcover), 
978-1949528961 (Paperback)

Preview the book here.Advanced     Picture books
AGES       7-9

“It’s a beautiful 
introduction to 
this strong, caring 
woman, and a brief 
introduction to her 
culture. I wish I 
knew about her and 
her determination 
to be “brave with 
beauty” when I was 
growing up. Highly 
recommended!” – 
Michelle B, Librarian
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Pavan, an over-worked camel in the city of Ahmedabad, India, hates his 
job. He often dreams of being a racing camel in Dubai. But hitched to a 
heavy vegetable cart and with his owner Motabhai around, how is this 
possible?
The first book in Humpback Tales that aims to introduce young readers 
to heritage cities in India through a zany and humorous adventure story. 

“Readers become caught up in his quest, cheering for the camel -- and 
rising up against the adult world’s rigidity.” - Hyphen Magazine

Age Range: 7-9 
Pages: 44 
ISBN-13: 978-0989061506 (Paperback)
Preview the book here.

Advanced     Picture books
AGES         7-9

Bye, Bye, Motabhai!
By Kala Sambasivan
Illustrated by Ambika Sambasivan

South Asia Book Award 
Honor Book 2014
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https://yalibooks.com/books/byebyemotabhai/


Age Range: 7-9 
Pages: 44 
ISBN-13: 978-0989061506 (Paperback)
Preview the book here.

Advanced     Picture books
AGES         7-9

The beautiful city of Jaipur is rejoicing. The Maharajah and his people, 
all dressed in their best, are getting ready to welcome the Emir from 
faraway Dubai. But behind all the music, dancing and gaiety, there is 
something very strange going on…

Find out what happens next in this lively sequel to Bye, Bye Motabhai! 

Age Range: 7-9
Pages: 56 
ISBN-13: 978-0989061513 
(Paperback)
Preview the book here.

“The illustrations are a 
delight! It’s interesting 
how they carry the 
same vigor in innocence 
and goofiness that’s also 
thematic to the story.” - 
InCulture Parent

South Asia Book Award 
Honor Book 2014

Jaipur Jamboree

By Kala Sambasivan
Illustrated by Ambika Sambasivan
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Take a bewildering trip through India that will have you winding your 
way through Assam’s tea estates, putting together a snake boat race in 
Kerala, and hunting for antiques at Mumbai’s Chor Bazaar. Just don’t 
get lost along the way!

An activity book for ages 6+, packed with mazes, hidden objects, and 
visual conundrums.

Age Range: 6+ 
Pages: 116 
ISBN-13: 978-0989061520 
(Paperback)
Preview the book here.

Activity     books
AGES    6 and UP

A Puzzling Tour 
of India
By Ambika Sambasivan
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https://yalibooks.com/books/a-puzzling-tour-of-india/


Age Range: 6+ 
Pages: 116 
ISBN-13: 978-0989061520 
(Paperback)
Preview the book here.

Wanderlust
A Coloring Journal

Art by Chandra Prabha Radhakrishnan

Imagine yourself transported to an enchanted world – a world filled with 
spectacular sights and astonishing detail. From churches of Goa in the 
south, the white salt desert of Kutch in the west, magical living root bridges 
of Meghalaya in the east to the snow-capped peaks of the Himalayas in the 
north, Wanderlust is your ticket to an incredible journey. Arm yourself with 
color pencils and let your imagination run wild as you experience India in a 
whole new way.

Wanderlust: A Coloring Journal features 25 gorgeous 
scenes from lesser-known regions in India with travel 
notes by the artist, making this book an unforgettable 
tour of one of the most colorful places in the world. 

Age Range: 10+
Pages: 102
ISBN-13: 978-0989061551 (Paperback)
Preview the book here.

Activity     books
AGES    6 and UP

A Puzzling Tour 
of India
By Ambika Sambasivan
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Long, long ago or just a year ago – depending on when you read this – 
the Astu Devas wake up and grant the absurd wishes of two citizens of 
Orum, leaving the town isolated from the rest of civilization.
It is now up to Vikram, his reluctant fiancée Ponni, and his friends, 
Kalla, a thief, and Bana, an aspiring playwright, to steal a fabled blood 
jewel and save Orum. Oh, did we mention the jewel hangs around the 
neck of the demonic goddess, Rakta Katteri, guarded by her devotee, 
the terrifying Sorcerer of Mandala? Come, enter a portal to an 
enchanting new world!

“...funny, witty and clever...a book that made me laugh out loud at 
times, or chuckle quietly to myself at other times.” - The Reading Desk

Age Range: 14+
Pages: 244
ISBN-13: 978-0989061537 (Paperback), 978-0989061544 (eBook)
Preview the book here.

YOUNG 

      ADULT
AGES 14-16    AGES 16 AND UP

The Sorcerer of 
Mandala
By D Kalyanaraman
Art by Raghava KK
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In her tiny flat in East London, as Mili waits for her baby to arrive, 
little things remind her of her life in India  —the scent of jasmine flowers, a 
heavy downpour, a late-night cup of coffee, an amla or gooseberry—and 
she is overcome with a deep desire to recreate the flavors of her childhood. 
Can a jar of amla pickle help her travel back to that safe haven she once 
called home?

In this sweetly nostalgic graphic novel, the narrator recounts her 
meandering journey from her ancestral village in South India to the 
United Kingdom, capturing the deep feeling of longing for home that 
shapes the lives of emigrants everywhere. 

Age Range: 16+
Pages: 144
ISBN-13: 978-0989061599 
(Paperback), 978-0989061575 
(eBook)
Preview the book here.

GRAPHIC 

NOVELS

“...a graphic novel of great 
warmth and subtle passion.” – 
Broken Frontier

AGES 14-16    AGES 16 AND UP

Virginia Library Association’s
Graphic Novel Diversity Award 
Honor Book (2018)

Amla Mater
Written and illustrated 
by Devi Menon
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To purchase our books, visit 

 yalibooks.com/store

Also available here -
IndieBound / Amazon / BAM / Book 
Depository / Barnes & Noble and more
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For institutional buyers and retailers -
Ingram / Follett School Solutions

Contact -
Ambika Sambasivan, Publisher
ambika@yalibooks.com 
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YALIBOOKS.COM

Facebook.com/Yalibooks

@Yalibooks

@Yalibooks

Pinterest.com/yali_books
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